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At Fodor's, we know that where you stay can 
make—or break—your vacation. That's why 
our writers and editors travel the globe each 
year, scouting new properties and revisiting 
Fodor's-recommended lodgings to ensure our 
coverage always hits the mark. Like any 
world traveler, we can't help but brag about 
our special finds. Our first-ever global 
Fodor's 100 Hotel Awards conveys our top 
resort and hotel picks for 2011, from 
innovative boutiques in Beijing to luxe 

wilderness lodges in British Columbia. Presented in eight fantastic hotel categories, from grand 
dame to design, the year's most remarkable lodgings are sure to inspire your next getaway. 
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Machu Picchu and the Inca Trail Hotels 
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Inkaterra Machu Picchu Review 

A five-minute walk from the center of town takes you to this stunning ecolodge in its own 
minitropical cloud forest. The stone bungalows, none with the same design, have a rustic 
elegance, with exposed beams and cathedral ceilings. Activities include a one-day Inca Trail 
trek, bird-watching excursions, and orchid tours, as well as a twilight nature walk. The restaurant 
overlooking the surrounding hills is first-rate—try the delicious crema de choclo (corn chowder). 
The place was renamed in 2007, but everyone still refers to it as the Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel.  

2011 Fodor's 100 Hotel Award Winner 

Sky-High Andean Retreat 
One normally doesn't think of sustainability and luxury as going hand-in-hand, but Inkaterra 
Machu Picchu Pueblo has successfully united the two, creating a world-class recipe for optimum 
relaxation. Set in a cloud forest, among an orchid and hummingbird sanctuary, this eco-resort is 
the perfect backdrop for tranquility. With just the right mix of elegance, modern amenities, and 
traditional Andean décor, the rustic styled rooms (made of stone, adobe, and eucalyptus wood) 
radiate comfort. The attentive personal service keeps all worries at bay and there's plenty of 
pampering, be it sleeping on soft alpaca bedding, sipping Peruvian Pisco by the fireplace, 
drinking tea from the hotel's own tea plantation, soaking in one of the private outdoor hot tubs, 
indulging in the locally harvested gourmet fare, or visiting the resort's eco-friendly UNU spa—
where even the botanical products are derived from flora grown on site. There will be little 
choice but to unwind here—and without in 
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Link to article:  http://www.fodors.com/world/hotel-awards/2011/ 
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